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The spiritual and material Creation - Where
did Satan come from, who created him?
Why is Jesus our Redeemer?
BD 8760

received 22.02.1964

Information about God's plan of Salvation ....
I want you to gain a little insight into My eternal plan of Salvation, and
therefore I Am trying to inform you of it in relation to your degree of
maturi . I aim to impart this knowledge to you through My spirit so
that you will live in complete truth and you can also be certain of this
truth yourselves. For only by way of the spirit is it possible to convey the
pure truth to you. You shall know about all things so that you will be
able to refute misguided teachings which hinder your return to Me, which
thus shall be achieved through My plan of Salvation one day. You shall
know where you came from and what caused your apostasy from Me ....
You shall know about the fate you prepared for yourselves through your
apostasy from Me. And you shall know the fact that and the reason why I
consequently prepared a plan to ensure your gradual path of return to Me
.... You shall also be informed about this plan, because only then will you
understand your human existence on earth and live accordingly ....
You will learn to recognise and love the One Who brought the entire
creation into existence for the sake of your beatitude, Who used His might
with inﬁnite love and wisdom to bring creations of the most marvellous
kind to life, which all correspond to their speciﬁc purpose and only serve
to accommodate the once-fallen spiritual substance in order to bring it to
ﬁnal maturi one day .... so that one day it will return to Me, Who has
been the origin of its existence and Who will be eternally connected with
My created beings because I love them ....
You humans must know of My inﬁnite love since this is the explanation for
everything, or I could have destroyed what I had created when it opposed
Me .... But My love prevented Me from doing so, yet My love also wants
to give joy to the created beings, because love cannot bestow anything
but happiness. erefore a return of what has fallen away from Me must
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inevitably take place, and the only objective of My eternal plan of Salvation
is the ﬁnal return of all fallen spirits. e fact that I now give you such
detailed information is only due to the last days, which necessitate a ﬁnal
act of help for you humans. You should know what it is all about and that
you do not have much time le to achieve this return to Me .... You should
not spend your days thoughtlessly but try to establish a close relationship
with Me in order to be guided through the chaos by Me, which will still
befall humani before the end, and for which you thus shall receive the
truthful explanation.
If, however, you are kept in error, if you constantly hope for an earthly
renaissance for everyone, for earthly progress, because you do not know
the meaning and purpose of all events which concern you, your earthly life
will have been futile for your soul, which is your real Self and does not
cease to exist a er the death of your body. And I would like to protect it
from the fate which then awaits the soul. I would like to prepare you for
a state of bliss because I love you, and therefore I repeatedly transmit the
truth to earth which you need only accept in order to be saved from the
terrible fate of new banishment into the creations of earth ....
Anyone who knows My eternal plan of Salvation already lives his earthly
life with a certain amount of happiness, because he has recognised its
meaning and purpose and thus lives consciously and always aspires to fulﬁl
My will ....
But a person who is not familiar with this information does not know a purpose of existence either, and he will only accept worldly and never spiritual
values, because the area of spirituali is completely unknown to him ....
And then again, only a person who has already established a relationship
with Me due to his loving actions will muster the understanding for My
eternal plan of Salvation, for his spirit has already come alive, whereas the
person without faith in Me will think and act unkindly and never be accessible for such knowledge .... us he goes through life in dense spiritual
darkness and due to his blindness does not ﬁnd the right way either.
But I want to oﬀer all people the knowledge that they once originated from
Me, that they voluntarily turned away from Me, plunged into the abyss and
were helped by My love to ascend from this abyss again, because My love
for all created beings is greater than great and this love will never change
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either .... And therefore I will not rest until I have regained what has fallen
away from Me, until it voluntarily strives towards Me again .... For this
purpose it passes through creation, which I once brought into existence for
its return to Me .... Time and again I will impart this information to people
who want to unite with Me again and want to know the truth about the
cause, meaning and purpose of their existence on this earth .... And you
will be instructed of it in all truthfulness, because only truth will set you
free and lead you back to Me again ....
Amen

BD 5612

received 28.02.1953

First created being ....
Light bearer ....
Apostasy from God ....
Your human intellect is only able to understand profound truth to a certain
degree, because pure spirituali is only spiritually explainable. is explanation will be accepted by the spirit within you and indeed also passed on
via the soul to the intellect, but the intellect is still too earthly minded and
therefore cannot delve so deeply into spiritual knowledge to understand
everything. Nevertheless, My spirit expresses itself through the spiritual
spark within you, and anyone who has love will also understand the meaning of what I say to him:
My creative will was immense, My strength inexhaustible, and I found
My bliss in the implementation of My thoughts and plans. And this bliss
wanted to express itself, My love wanted to give itself, I wanted another
being beside Me to also enjoy what made Me indescribably happy. I
experienced My solitude as a lack which I could change any time if I
wanted to .... And I wanted to re-discover Myself in a being that should be
closely united with Me, which I wanted to shape as a mirror of Myself, as
My own image, to be able to bestow it with unlimited bliss and thereby
increase My bliss too. I wanted to create such a being and this will suﬃced,
because My will was strength and always proceeded with love and wisdom.
e enti I externalised from within Myself was indeed My image yet it
could not see Me, had it been able to see Me it would have ceased to exist
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due to its beatitude, since no being could endure to behold Me. For every
being, even the most perfect image of Myself, is always just a product of My
strength of love, whereas I Am the strength of love Myself and enlighten
everything with incomparable intensi but, as a result, I could not be
endured by the being I had externalised. Yet by creating this being I had a
vessel into which the strength of My love could ﬂow continually, and thus
it also received My creative will, My strength, My wisdom and My love
beyond measure with this constant inﬂux of strength from Me. As a result,
it was now able to experience the same bliss, it was able to use its strength
in accordance with its own will, it could be creatively active for its own
pleasure and thus constantly increase My bliss, because it was My strength
which enabled the being to do so and I took pleasure in its happiness ....
And now countless other beings of the same nature emerged from this
being .... ey all were children of My love in radiating light, in utmost
perfection, because from the image I created of Myself and My inﬁnite
love could only ever emerge utmost perfection, because we shared the
same will. Both our love found itself again in the created beings, because
nothing imperfect existed as long as My will and My love worked through
this ﬁrst created being. It was an enlightened world of spirits, there were a
great number of originally created spirits .... e strength from Me ﬂowed
unrestricted to the being which I had chosen for Myself as the bearer of
light and strength .... And the enti itself was more than blissfully happy
.... Yet I wanted to increase this bliss even more; I did not want it to be
tied to My will but it should be active of its own will which .... if the being
was perfect and remained so .... was My will. For the being, having been
created by Me, was incapable of having any other will. But I wanted it to
be able to act independently .... because the only characteristic of a divine
being is that love is so powerful within itself that it is the decisive factor for
the same direction of will as mine. I wanted to receive this love from My
ﬁrst created being which, however, was intended to result in its ultimate
perfection at the same time, so that it was no longer active as a created being
in accordance with My will but should enjoy unlimited bliss by merging
with My will for love of Me ....
But in order to pass this test of love and will it had to have complete freedom
of will. It did not see Me but it recognised Me because it was enlightened
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.... However, it saw the countless beings created by its will, and it felt itself
as their creator in spite of knowing that it had received its strength from Me
.... And the enti was envious of My strength .... Although it was visible to
the beings it had created, it was nevertheless conscious of its origin from
Me, but it claimed the right to rule these beings for itself by presenting
itself to them as the source of strength, as the only power able to create
.... It more than less denied to love Me in order to rule .... You humans
cannot understand the process by which a self-aware being could transgress
into completely wrong reasoning but this is explained by free will which,
in order to become active, must also be able but does not have to make a
negative choice.
e bearer of light and strength saw on the one side the evidence of strength
conveyed through him, yet he did not see the source of strength itself. us
he declared himself ruler over his created spirits and also tried to portray
Me as non-existent to them. He tried to transfer his now opposing will on
to them .... And now the moment of decision, of proving their perfection,
also came for the beings who had been created by the bearer of light with
the use of My strength .... My strength was inherent in all these beings, they
were fully enlightened and aglow with love for Me, Whom they could not
see but nevertheless recognise. But they also loved their creator, because
the strength that had created them was love which had emanated from the
ﬁrst created being and enabled it to create. is love now had to make a
choice, and it divided itself ....
Terrible confusion occurred amongst the spirits who felt urged to make
a decision. But .... since My strength of love was eﬀectively light .... it
was understandable that the urge towards the primary source of strength
was stronger in many beings, that their love diminished for the one who
separated from Me and pushed towards Me with increased force .... For the
light within them was the realisation that I was Eternal Love. Every being
had this knowledge indeed, but it also had free will which did not depend
on knowledge, or it would not have been free. And the spiritual world
divided itself .... e externalised being had its followers just as I had Mine,
even though I was not visible. But the eﬀect of My strength was so powerful
that many beings turned away from the one who wanted to oppose Me ....
eir will remained in the right direction, whereas the bearer of light and
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his followers directed their will wrongly, thus they volitionally separated
from Me and this caused their fall into the abyss ....
us the light bearer, the fully illuminated being externalised by Me,
became My adversary, whereas everything that had emerged from him, that
was created by both our love, partly turned towards Me and partly towards
him, depending on the glow of love by which it was permeated. As soon as
the bearer of light separated from Me the beings experienced an undeﬁned
desire for a deﬁnite pole. Free will began to unfold itself .... neither I
nor My adversary inﬂuenced them forcefully, they were merely exposed
to both our emanation of strength which wanted to gain every being for
itself. e ﬂow of My strength was pure love and aﬀected the beings so
intensely that they recognised Me without seeing Me, but they could also
recognise the ﬁrst created beings'change of will. However, because they
could see this enti many followed it, i.e. they subordinated themselves
to its will and thus distanced themselves from Me. Yet other originally
created beings felt themselves as My children and voluntarily remained
loyal to Me, only they were far less in number. ese were the ﬁrst created
beings who arose from My light bearer's most blissful creative will and My
immense inﬂux of strength of love. And this strength of love was inherent
in these beings too and persistently pushed them towards Me, for they
recognised their creator's present will as wrong and therefore turned away
from him. e other beings could have come to this realisation too yet
they blindly followed the one they could see, and their will was respected
and in no way inﬂuenced by Me, because this decision of will had to take
place in order to shape the created beings to independent perfection. e
being which le Me drew a large number of followers into the abyss, for to
distance oneself from Me means to strive towards the abyss, to aim towards
a completely opposite state, which thus signiﬁes darkness and weakness,
loss of knowledge and strength. Whereas My children blissfully remained
in the most radiant light and immense strength, in beatitude.
A er the fall of Lucifer, the light bearer, his strength was defeated ..... He
could no longer actively create and shape although I did not withdraw
the strength from him because he was My living creation. His power and
strength rested in his followers, whom he now dominated as prince of
darkness. But they are also the products of My love which I will not leave
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to My adversary forever. As long as these beings still share his will they
belong to him; but as soon as I succeed in turning their will towards Me
he has lost them, and thus his strength diminishes at the same rate as I
release his prisoners from his control which, however, always presupposes
the being's free will.
And this is the purpose of My eternal plan of Salvation, which is eagerly
and most lovingly supported by all inhabitants of the kingdom of light,
by My angels and archangels, for they all are My helpers who endeavour
to bring bliss again to their fallen brothers, who once voluntarily threw
it away .... And this work of liberation will succeed, even if it takes an
inﬁnitely long time before the last once-fallen spirit returns to Me, until
even the ﬁrst created being that came forth from My love draws closer to
Me again in its longing for My love .... until this too repentantly returns to
the Father's house, which it once le voluntarily ....
Amen

BD 8216

received 16.07.1962

e transformation of the original spirit into creations ....
My Word shall bring you clari , it shall answer questions and solve problems which you are unable to solve intellectually yourselves. You shall
become knowledgeable if you desire to know, you shall be educated in
all truth, for I want to give you light and illuminate your spirit, so that
you do not continue to live in darkness and damage your soul, for I want
to save it for all eterni . My immense love only ever wants your soul's
salvation because I long for your return, for uni with you, which requires
the perfection of your soul. You once came forth from Me in all perfection,
for I created you as My images, as utmost perfect beings, as miniatures of
Myself and yet of the same quali , because your fundamental element was
love since you came forth from the original source of Love, Which created
vessels for Itself in order to emanate Itself into the vessels .... in order to let
this strength of love continually ﬂow into these created beings ....
ese beings, My images, were pure love. ey were My radiated strength
of love which could indeed perceive and behold each other but they were
unable to behold Me Myself from Whom they originated, because I was the
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original fullness of strength of love Myself which they could not see or they
would have ceased to exist. For I had externalised them as tiniest sparks,
as independent beings .... as I have already explained to you several times
.... although, as a purely spiritual process it will never be quite understood
by you humans on earth. But since these beings were independent entities
endowed with free will and a lot of strength and light at their disposal
due to the fact that they were constantly permeated by the ﬂow of My
love's strength, I could not prevent them from misusing their free will
such that they turned away from Me, that they .... when faced by their test
of will to acknowledge Me as their God and Creator .... denied Me this
acknowledgment ....
ey turned to My ﬁrst created being .... Lucifer .... who was visible
to them and whose beau stood out in brilliant radiance, and rejected
the emanation of My love's strength, which meant that they distanced
themselves ever more from Me as the primary source of light and strength
.... is process, too, has been explained to you humans time and again
as far as I could make it understandable to you .... But now you should
know that although My externalised living creations could indeed change
themselves into the opposite .... they could not perish but continued to
exist and will continue to exist for all eterni .... e beings'fundamental
substance was love, thus strength which, according to eternal law, has to
be active .... it cannot remain inactive forever. Due to the ever increasing
distance from Me as a result of rejecting My emanation of love, My created
original beings'spiritual substance became solid, and thus these beings
became incapable of working and becoming active .... And so I dissolved the
original spirits, I transformed the beings which were My once externalised
emanated strength, and creation came into being, in which the strength
could work again, thus become active in accordance with My will.
Consequently, you can rightly say that the whole of creation consists of
original spirits transformed by My will, the same strength which I emanated
in form of self-aware beings were now changed into other forms, into
works of creation of every kind .... I then assigned a task to every work of
creation, and thus the original spiritual substance, dissolved in particles,
now passes through all creations and serves Me in the law of compulsion.
e strength becomes active in relation to My will, because strength must
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become eﬀective in line with fundamental law .... Always consider that the
ﬁrst created spiritual entities were My emanated strength, irrespective of
whether they were dissolved or joined together again a er an endless time
.... the ﬁrst created spirit will not cease to exist, but it will return to Me
again one day without fail, but then it will be the same being again that
had originated from Me .... On its path of return to Me it passed through
all creations and ﬁnally enters the form of the human being .... as his soul
.... the last brief stretch of the path when it has to achieve uni with Me
again, when it has to consciously accept the emanation of My love again,
because voluntary return to Me requires the original spirit to relinquish
his resistance to the emanation of My love's strength .... en it will once
again be the Godlike living creation, My image .... the fallen original spirit
.... the perfectly created being, but now it will have achieved its perfection
again entirely of its own free will, and therefore it will be able to unite with
Me again and remain united with Me forever ....
Amen

BD 7942

received 15.07.1961

Origin of the creation work `earth'....
e path of the spirits across the earth will extend into eterni .... For
the spirits themselves became the matter which earth and all its creations
consist of .... God's will turned solidiﬁed spiritual substance into matter,
thus the whole of the creation work earth .... as well as all creations in the
entire universe .... is God's once emanated strength which He externalised
as a `being'but which so changed itself that it ﬁnally became mere hardened
substance, which was then transformed into creations of all kinds.
is took place over an inﬁnitely long period of time, because the `transformation'also occurred in lawful order, the rise of what is now visible as
`inhabited earth'happened during countless phases of development .... it
was not an instantly externalised work of God's creative power .... since
even the slow development served its purpose .... Time and again minutely
disintegrated spiritual particles were captured and reshaped, the process
took an inconceivably long time before earth had formed itself into a work
of creation which could serve as an abode and sustain physical life for
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the constantly maturing spiritual substance, as it was designated by God's
eternal plan of Salvation. And even this spiritual substance took an endless
time before it reached the degree when it was allowed to live as a human
being on earth for the purpose of its ﬁnal perfection.
is last earthly progress as a human being is but a moment in time
compared with the inﬁnitely long period of the earth's preliminary development .... Although the creation of every form was indeed the work of
an instant for God, because His will and His strength externalised every
thought as an existing work .... yet the resistance of the once fallen spirits
determined the length of time until their physical transformation. For God
did not force this spiritual substance but His strength of love captured it
until its resistance had somewhat subsided in order to then encase it in
accordance with His plan, to then shape it into various forms where it
would perform some kind of activi which was so minimal that, again, an
inﬁnitely long time passed before these forms could gradually disintegrate
and change ....
e development of earth took ages until it could be inhabited by living
beings, and these, in turn, prepared the earth for yet another inconceivably
long time to become suitable for serving human beings as a last place of
development .... e tiny individual particles of the human soul, however,
had passed through all creations ..... e fall from the highest pinnacle
into the abyss had taken so long that thus an equally long time had been
necessary to ascend from the abyss to the point when the being could
receive its self-awareness again, that this ﬁnal perfection then made it
possible to travel the last path of ascent. But for the time being the creation
had emerged, and this incorporates the innumerable fallen spirits whose
return to God will subsequently also take an inﬁnitely long time, hence an
end of creation cannot be foreseen as yet ....
Nevertheless, the `creations'exist and everything will take its lawful course
.... ey are brought to life by ever new minute particles of spirit whose
higher development takes place by way of constantly changing their outer
form, and thus a continuous developing and disintegrating of every material creation can be observed .... All works of creation repeatedly renew
themselves in this manner and thus serve the inherent spirit to achieve
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maturi , just as they serve humani 's continued development by safeguarding their physical life an earth. As long as the spirits bound in the
creations do not have free will their path of higher development proceeds
in accordance with God's will .... the constrained spiritual substance serves
in some form or other and thereby matures gradually .... But as soon as
the spirit lives on earth as a human being it is once again in possession of
free will and then it is able .... instead of continuing to ascend .... to stop its
development or to regress again. During the ﬁnal period of its process of
development it is able to fail .... And this regression can lead to the result
that the spirit in the human being .... the `soul'or the once `fallen original
spirit'.... will harden again as before. e outcome will be a disintegration
of the soul into countless minute particles again which will have to take
the path through the material creations once more .... And this process,
which has now become necessary again, also requires the disintegration
and transformation of all works of creation .... which can be described as
the end of one earthly period and the start of a new one.
And thus you humans should try to explain it to yourselves, that such
periodically enforced processes of transformation concerning the creation
work earth will take place in accordance with God's will. ey are always
based on God's love and wisdom and only ever serve the redemption
of the once fallen spirits .... And you need to also be prepared for such
interventions by God when people no longer recognise the true purpose of
their existence, when they thus do not use their earthly life for the maturing
of their souls, for their ﬁnal perfection. For the sole purpose of every work
of creation is to bring the human soul into maturi , to help it become what
it once was in the beginning .... a supremely perfect being, which originated
from God's love but voluntarily apostatised from Him .... It shall return
to Him again, and God Himself has provided it with the path of return
through all the creations on earth ....
Amen
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BD 7699

received 14.09.1960

e spirits'process of development ....
You have passed through the entire creation .... is is a signiﬁcant statement which you will only understand when you recognise My plan of return, My plan for the spiritualisation of all immature spiritual substances,
when you know about the circumstances which are the reasons for your
process through creation .... For only as a human being will you be the ﬁrst
created enti again which you were when I created and externalised you
from Me .... Your past desertion from Me into the deepest abyss resulted
in your disintegration, so that you passed through creation as countless
individual substances.
ese were embodied in the works of creation and had to comply with
their task in order to gradually proceed on the path of higher development,
thus to achieve the return of the spirit .... the transformation of its nature
.... in accordance with My eternal plan of Salvation. For every work of
creation has its task which consists of a function to serve. rough constant
service in the law of compulsion the spiritual substance repeatedly sheds its
external form and can embody itself in a new external form and continue
like this until it has achieved the necessary maturi to embody itself
in a human being. is process of development through the creation of
earth irrevocably leads to maturi since it happens within the law of
compulsion.
My will is the decisive factor, and in accordance with this will everything
ﬁts in with My laws and accomplishes full maturi , even if it requires an
inﬁnitely long time until a certain degree is reached when the individual
substances have gathered again and then, embodied as a human being,
the original soul goes through its ﬁnal earthly process in order to complete
its spiritualisation. But this process through creation cannot be arbitrarily
stopped or substituted by another process .... It has to be taken by every
being which wants to return to its source and ascend from the deepest
abyss to the pinnacle and become perfect again, as it was in the beginning.
For the physical creation only emerged as a result of My will, because
I recognised it as a way by which My living creations, who had totally
distanced themselves from Me, could approach Me again.
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Creation itself comprises the fallen spirits which had solidiﬁed into spiritual substance that was subsequently transformed by My will into the most
diverse forms, to whom I assigned a task and a purpose: to gradually bring
the spiritual substance into maturi and to oﬀer this spiritual substance
ever new external forms in order to acquire ever increasing maturi .... in
order to ﬁnally strive as a self-aware enti embodied in a human being towards the ultimate objective .... to consciously look for and ﬁnd uniﬁcation
with Me and to complete the concluding return to Me .... e only purpose
of every work of creation is to shelter spiritual substance, whose ascent
to Me is predetermined and which, due to My will, will also achieve this
gradual ascent because it fulﬁls its serving function, if only under the law
of compulsion, and through service releases itself from the form time and
again.
But eternities will still pass before all minute particles of the last spiritual
being will have gathered again .... and then My opposing spirit Lucifer
will also turn to Me once more of his own free will, because he will be
utterly weak a er all of his created beings have le him of their own
accord, who then will strive towards Me because they recognise Me as their
Lord and Creator .... Only then will My adversary recognise his complete
helplessness, and he will long for strength and light again, he will long for
My love which once had made him extremely happy, and then he will also
willingly open himself for My illumination of love and as My son return to
Me again ....
Amen

BD 5800

received 31.10.1953

Creation of the human being ....
e fall of man ....
e fallen spiritual substance needed an endless time for its higher development, and an endless time was also required for My individual creations,
which more or less had to evolve in line with the indwelling constrained
spiritual substances in order to hold ever more mature spiritual substances.
Time and again new forms were created, and time and again these forms
were assigned a task .... Hence, earthly creation did not arise in an instant
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but inﬁnitely long periods of time passed until the spiritual substance
of all degrees of maturi found the appropriate external form, since the
constantly increasing maturi also necessitated constantly new creations
which could accommodate it. But as long as the spirits were subject to the
law of compulsion My creative activi meant: Creation of earth as a place
to mature for the lowest fallen spirits, which had to acquire the level of
maturi that would return free will to the constrained spirits again, which
they had abused in the past .... But now an external form had to be created
for this fully matured spiritual essence, so that it could test its free will
again in this form ....
is work of creation was the human being, who diﬀered from all previously arisen creations such that he, apart from free will, was also endowed
with intelligence and reason .... with a facul of thought, with self-awareness and with the abili to interact with his fellow human beings through
language, because coexistence provided the necessary conditions for the
test of will. e human being's external form already existed in its last
stages in the state of compulsion and was destined to receive countless
fully matured substances of soul, but these living beings still acted in a
compulsive state as required by natural law, and therefore they were not responsible for their actions .... ey only had very limited abili of thought
but as receptacles for the spiritual essence, which was fully matured a er
an endless time of development, they were also works of creation formed
by My wisdom and love for this spiritual essence. But only the living beings who possessed free will, intelligence and self-awareness were human
beings .... and only then started the plan of spiritualising the latter .... is
required that the living creations .... the human beings .... were educated by
Me .... that they should use their abili of thought, their intelligence and
their free will in accordance with My instructions and by virtue of their free
will could then live and work on earth .... that they could shape themselves
into Gods but also act in opposition to My advice and My will and regress
to the abyss from where they had ascended .... I created the human being
....
Having attained a speciﬁc degree of maturi I gave the spiritual essence
an external form in accordance with My love and wisdom, and the task
the human being subsequently had to carry out .... e external form only
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became a living being a er the spiritual essence had entered it .... the
composition of innumerable minute particles which, as `soul', gave life to
the form. For the spiritual essence is a constantly eﬀective strength and
was in fact constrained and incapable of unrestrained activi during the
preliminary stages, during the endless process of development. However,
in its ultimate external form, in the human being, it can be active again.
It can unfold its inherent strength and through uni with Me increase
it without limitation .... e ﬁrst human beings had My strength at their
unrestricted disposal, they were extraordinarily well equipped in view
of the fact that their test of life on earth should have resulted in their
leaving their earthly form completely spiritualised in order to return as
true children into their Father's house again .... But the test of will, which
I demand of every created being, was required of them. e ﬁrst human
beings'passing of this test would have enabled all subsequent generations
to reach the ﬁnal goal with ease.
By creating the ﬁrst human beings I had created beings for Myself who, in
spite of their inadequacy .... i.e. their lack of perfection as a result of the
apostasy from Me .... could nevertheless have attained realisation of Me
Myself since they recognised themselves as living creations .... us, due to
their abili of thought and their free will, they were able to recognise My
will and act in accordance with it .... I had created beings for Myself with
whom I could communicate despite their distance from Me, who could
hear My Word and let it take eﬀect on them, which was impossible in
the earlier state of constrained will .... us the human being was the ﬁrst
earthly work of creation which carried a fallen original spirit in himself,
and he was then meant to help this original spirit to return to its original
state in order to work and create in eternal uni with Me as a free spirit
again .... is was the task of the ﬁrst created human being, and it will
remain the task of all people until the end, until the ﬁnal spiritualisation of
all fallen spirits ....
e test of will the ﬁrst human being had to pass was not too diﬃcult ....
Yet for the sake of this test My adversary also had to be allowed to exert his
inﬂuence on him .... And the human being succumbed to this inﬂuence ....
He deserted Me for the second time, and this was the ﬁrst fall into sin on
this earth .... the original sin which is known to humani , even if it does not
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know of the apostasy of the spirits from Me .... But only the latter explains
everything .... For the ﬁrst human being could not have fallen had he been
the ﬁrst created being externalised by Me, as he would have been in full
possession of strength and light since only perfection can emerge from Me.
In that case he could not have been inﬂuenced by an opposing force.
But the reason for his fall is to be found in the apostasy of the spirits and
thus in the still immature human soul which could indeed have passed the
test but was not obliged to pass it ....
Nevertheless, the human being was in possession of intelligence and free
will and therefore also had to accept responsibili for his soul .... And thus
the human being has to do penance for his guilt .... My adversary kept his
authori over the spirit embodied in the human being, and that means a
laborious path of struggle and suﬀering during every human being's earthly
life with the goal of freeing himself from his control .... e human being is
able to achieve this goal because Jesus Christ came to help humani which
was weakened by Adam's fall into sin, and therefore salvation is assured to
everyone who recognises Him as Son of God and Redeemer of the world
and follows Him willingly .... e ﬁrst human being would have been able
to build the bridge on which all his descendants could have reached Me
.... but since he fell, humani had to remain in Satan's bondage for a long
time until the arrival of the Saviour, until Jesus Christ descended to earth in
order to build a bridge into the spiritual kingdom by way of His suﬀering
and death .... by way of His cruciﬁxion ....
e decision of will demanded of My ﬁrst created being .... of Lucifer ....
was by no means to be regarded as a commandment; rather, it was entirely
le to the being's choice to direct its will either way, and the direction of
its will was totally based on its yearning for power and dictatorship. It was
certainly aware that it had originated from Me but believed that it could
also rule on its own because it could not see Me .... It recognised Me as
its source but it did not want to acknowledge Me .... And this will was not
placed into the being by Me but the being itself had changed the free will
I bestowed on it .... is was the diﬀerence between the ﬁrst fall of Lucifer
and the ﬁrst human being's fall into sin .... because the wrong will was still
in the human being and therefore I gave him a commandment which he
should not transgress .... a commandment he could easily have kept had
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the opposing spirit not inﬂuenced him. e opposing spirit's inﬂuence on
the human being was so strong because the human being was still part of
him .... since he had not yet regained perfection, which would have made a
fall impossible.
A perfectly created human being could not have fallen, that is, he would
not have been able to violate this commandment, because the perfect spirit
in the human being would have prevented him from every God-opposing
action .... But the creation of the human being was only the consequence
of Lucifer's fall and his followers, or it truly would not have been necessary
for Me to give the spirits, who had been brought into life by Me, an
external form as a cover. e human form, however, contained the fallen
spirit, and therefore the human being Adam was already burdened by
the past sin which he nevertheless could have pushed away had he kept
My commandment .... It would have been possible for him to redeem
the inherited sin .... his fall delayed the fallen spirits'return to Me for an
inﬁnitely long period of time again. Yet is has become possible through the
act of Salvation by the man Jesus Who did, without any commandment on
My part, what the human being Adam should have done .... to completely
accept My will and through a life of love unite with Me again on earth and
achieve full possession of strength and light ....
Amen

BD 9005

received 30.6. - 1.7.1965

What would have happened if Adam had not failed? ....
Every spiritual question you ask Me will be answered by Me. But ﬁrst of
all you ought to know that it was not My will that you should experience
such an extremely diﬃcult earthly life. e time you spent in a constrained
will .... in the law of compulsion .... would truly have suﬃced Me, for this
time was so appallingly long that it should have been enough for you to
unite with Me again .... but that I had to demand the last test of will of
you as self-aware beings .... as human beings. You were only meant to give
yourselves to Me again voluntarily, and thereby you would have cancelled
the immense sin of the past apostasy from Me .... You were meant to prove
your love for Me, since you formerly resisted My illumination of love ....
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For this reason the ﬁrst human beings were created well, they were devoted
to Me in love, for I had provided them with everything, I gave the earth to
them as their own, I subordinated everything to them, they recognised Me
as their God and Creator .... they were surrounded by magniﬁcent works
of My creative power .... they could take pleasure in them .... everything
was only done so that they could sing their praises and give thanks to Me
.... that they could oﬀer Me burning love, and they themselves harboured
no evil thoughts either .... Yet I also had to endow the ﬁrst people with
free will, since they had emerged from Me as original spirits, which are
unthinkable without free will. And since they once had turned away from
Me and voluntarily followed My adversary into the abyss, he had the
same right to inﬂuence the ﬁrst people, because their will had to make the
decision again whether to follow Me or him .... And they failed this test
of will, which they could have passed easily, and thereby they reawakened
all evil instincts they had already overcome before their embodiment as
human being .... A er that, the ﬁrst parents passed their character on to
the following generations and it became ever more diﬃcult for them to free
themselves from the adversary's bondage.
However, if the ﬁrst people would have passed their test of will, which had
not been too diﬃcult, I would have been satisﬁed with the inﬁnitely long
path they had travelled beforehand .... Successive human beings would
have equally voluntarily given their love to Me, and then they just would
have lived on earth to take pleasure in its creations .... ey would only
have exerted a good inﬂuence on all creations so that they, too, could
embody themselves as human being. Earthly life would then have been a
preliminary stage of eternal life, the opponent's power would have been
broken, because the ﬁrst human beings would have given themselves to
Me entirely consciously and thereby would have excluded the adversary
completely, who then could no longer use his power and soon would
have given himself to My love as well .... us, the ﬁrst people were only
required to voluntarily accept My illumination again and the original sin
would have been abolished, for only love was able to atone for this sin ....
But now the sin was repeated .... and what previously had only applied to
the constrained spiritual world in the creation now befell all of humani
....
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What the ﬁrst people could have achieved with ease had they orientated
their will correctly, now became inﬁnitely diﬃcult because all satanic attributes became entrenched in people and required immense strength to
ﬁght, which could no longer be mustered by people's will. Hence the act of
Salvation by Jesus Christ, the spirit of light, became necessary, Who volunteered when He realised that the ﬁrst people had failed, Who oﬀered,
voluntarily .... due to love .... to suﬀer and die on the cross in order to
atone this now twice committed sin. I certainly knew from the start that
this second fall into sin would take place but I did not want people to take
such a painful path yet could not enslave people's will either. And since I
know that I will regain all beings again one day .... since a thousand years
are but a day for Me .... since it concerns eternal life in beatitude .... what
you will also recognise one day .... (1.7.1965) you need not doubt that one
day you will be free from those agonies, but then you, in utmost perfection,
will also enjoy the glories which will make up for all past suﬀering and
which cannot be compared to earthly concepts.
You should always know that I did not determine the unspeakable suﬀering
which people thus caused for themselves since the fall into sin by the ﬁrst
human beings, that I truly gave the ﬁrst human couple (the ﬁrst human
beings) every opportuni to make his/their free decision of will an easy one
.... that I only gave him/them an easy commandment which he/they could
have fulﬁlled .... if his/their love had been strong enough to decide to give
himself/themselves to Me .... but that this heartfelt love would then also
have seized all successive people so that they too would have been able to
resist My adversary's every temptation. But the second fall happened and
burdened all following people again until the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ
descended to earth in order to openly ﬁght My adversary. For he misused
his power by driving people into ever further heartlessness weakening their
will consistently, so that they were no longer able to liberate themselves
without the act of Salvation but descended ever deeper into darkness. And
I put a limit to this activi Myself .... I sent My Son to earth to save the
people who wanted to be saved.
For, again, free will has to be willing to accept the blessings of the act of
Salvation, because even this rescue mission cannot be done in opposition
to people's will .... At ﬁrst, passing through the earthly creations should
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have suﬃced to take the test of will as a human being, since the agony in the
state of compulsion had already matured every soul enough that it could
easily have resisted the temptations, but the fall of the ﬁrst people gave the
opponent renewed power over all souls which he exploited in a frightening
manner.
It was precisely for this reason why an original spirit was chosen as the
ﬁrst human being, who possessed all the necessary qualities to resist the
adversary, but his decision could not be forced. His thoughts and actions
had to remain completely independent, and now My adversary took care to
turn this will towards himself which thus resulted in the new fall, whereby
the sin of the spirits'apostasy from Me was repeated. Yet this right could
not be denied to My adversary, because the past fall occurred in free will
and they followed him into the abyss ....
us you cannot say that I wanted the repeated fall in order to put you into a
state of immense suﬀering again, however, I could not prevent it, because it
also took place in free will and one day this free will shall surely choose Me
again. You are certain to emerge from this pitiful state eventually, because
My love Itself has redeemed you when it embodied Itself in the man Jesus
in order to ﬁght your enemy and to take all souls which want to return to
Me into their Father's house, into their true home, which they once le
voluntarily. For My love belongs to you as before and all suﬀering will have
come to an end as soon as you want to be free from the one who still keeps
you in bondage, as soon as you long for Me again and thus give Me the
right to take possession of you once more in order to never let go of you
again ....
Amen
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BD 8806

received 26.05.1964

Knowledge of the original sin is necessary in order to understand the act of
Salvation ....
In order to acknowledge Jesus Christ as the `Redeemer'....
You humans lack the knowledge about the ﬁrst original sin, consequently
you also consider Jesus Christ's act of Salvation just an atonement for your
human guilt, indeed, you even deny His `act of Salvation'because .... you
believe .... that everyone has to pay for their guilt down to the last coin.
is opinion would be understandable if it only concerned the sin you
burdened yourselves with as human beings .... but it concerns the immense
ﬁrst original sin, the spirits'apostasy from Me .... a sin .... which you would
never be able to atone, which thus cannot ever be denied, which is the cause
of the whole of creation and the reason for My human manifestation in
Jesus.
For the apostasy from Me was caused by the fact that the created beings
were unable to see Me, and therefore I made Myself visible in Jesus. Anyone
who merely acknowledges the past original sin by the ﬁrst human beings
will ﬁnd it incredulous that these sins necessitated a `Redeemer', he will
always maintain that humani could not be punished for a sin it had not
committed. And therefore even the sins committed by a person as such
are indeed an oﬀence against My love .... but they do not recognise them
in their state of darkness, which is the consequence of the immense ﬁrst
original sin. But this sin explains everything, and as long as people do not
know about this event of the spirits'apostasy they will ﬁnd it diﬃcult to
believe in the `divine Redeemer', Who died on the cross in utmost pain and
torment for the sake of this immense sin, which He had taken upon Himself
in order to oﬀer this sacriﬁce of atonement to Me. Consequently, every
teaching which denies the divine Redeemer .... which thus renounces the
principle of salvation .... will have to be rejected as a misguided teaching,
even if His work as advocate of the divine teaching of love is emphasised. It
concerns the redemption of the ﬁrst original sin, which only I Myself could
accomplish in the man Jesus, and therefore My human manifestation in
Him will be comprehensively explained to you, for I Myself Am a Being
which could not be seen by any of My living creations without ceasing to
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exist.
If I thus wanted you to be able to conceive Me visibly it had to take place in
the form of a being like yourselves Which, for you, was the human being
Jesus. Consequently, it is ﬁrst of all necessary to know about the event
of the beings'apostasy from Me in order to then understand the process
of creation of the visible world. en you will also be able to understand
the everlasting battle between light and darkness and the appearance of
a Saviour for humani in Jesus Christ .... of a non-fallen original spirit
.... in Whom I embodied Myself, because you had no concept at all of
the `all-creative strength'. And for this reason you are able and have to
acknowledge a Redeemer, Who died on the cross on behalf of everyone
and Who also prayed on behalf of you humans for the remission of your
sins. But it cannot be granted to you instantly, rather, you have to apply to
Him yourselves because the fall happened voluntarily and thus the return
to Him will also have to take place in free will. e fact that a person who
seriously strives for perfection will, apart from the original sin, also be
forgiven for his sins as a human being need not be doubted, hence all guilt
will be forgiven and thus forgiveness is ensured. But since Jesus is only
rarely recognised as Redeemer by those who accept the misguided teaching
which portrays Him as a human being and ascended master and who do
not want to acknowledge My human manifestation in Him, they do not
ask Him for forgiveness of all their sins either. For there is only One Who
can release them from their guilt, only One has the power to cancel all sins
.... and that is Jesus, in Whom I Myself became a human being ....
Amen

BD 6860

received 29.06.1957

No liberation without Jesus Christ ....
You need Me if you want to be liberated from your adversary .... You cannot
free yourselves from him on your own, you need help and only one can
provide it : Jesus Christ, Who has overcome the adversary by His death on
the cross .....
I Myself was in Him, and He and I are one, thus you have to request help
from Me in Jesus Christ, and you will truly receive it .... If you acknowledge
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a God yet cannot relate this God to Jesus Christ, the divine Saviour, then
your acknowledgment of God is not yet certain. en you merely speak
with your mouth, without faith in your heart, and then you walk your
earthly path without Me, and you will be unable to become free from the
one who opposes Me and still controls you, and whose power you cannot
overcome by yourselves. Believe Me when I tell you that you need Me ....
or you will not fulﬁl the purpose of your earthly life: the separation from
the one .... whom you once followed voluntarily .... and the return to Me,
your God and Father since eterni . I Am always willing to help you get
away from him but you have to request this help from Me because your will
determines whether I can liberate you, since the adversary has the same
claim on you as long as you share his will, which amounts to renouncing
Me.
However, your weakness as a fallen being is taken into account .... A human
being died for you on the cross for the sake of love and mercy, Who knew
of your weakness and hence also that it would be impossible for you alone
to break the chains put upon you by My adversary, although it was your
own fault. I embodied Myself in this human Jesus because I took pi on
your weak, helpless, tormented state and because I wanted to give you the
opportuni to return to Me and your original state, which is freedom and
bliss for you .... us I made the sacriﬁce of compensation on your behalf,
in a manner of speaking I Myself paid for the guilt of your past apostasy
from Me in the human being Jesus, and I oﬀered My adversary the ransom
for you to set you free if you ask for it yourselves .... But you also have to
voice this request, you have to want to come to Me, and you have to want
to belong to those whose souls I have bought back from your master ....
You have to make use of Jesus Christ's help, you have to call to Me again in
Jesus Christ, and you can certainly do so if you believe in Him, in His act of
Salvation, in My human manifestation in Him .... Only then will you have
certain faith in Me Myself, then I have become alive in you, and then you
will no longer walk your earthly path without Me, but then you will also
reach your goal for sure. And thus you only need to seriously question the
purpose and objective of your earthly life and your true task .... And you
only should have the sincere will not to have failed at the end of your life
on this earth .... And if you have this will, then ask Jesus Christ for help,
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the only one Who can help you .... because He and I are one, and when
you call to Him you call to Me, and your call will not go unheeded. Anyone
who genuinely wants to reach the goal of his earthly life will soon have his
thoughts guided into the right direction and he will realize that there is no
help without Jesus Christ .... But I cannot determine the innermost desire
.... that is free .... I can only ever warn and remind you again, I can stimulate
your thoughts .... but you have to act in accordance with this inner desire,
and your state of maturi will be accordingly when you leave this earth
....
Amen

BD 5897

received 07.03.1954

Earthly life is the path but not the goal ....
e world was given to you for the testing of your will, i.e. you had to be
placed into a sphere of activi which should stimulate you to use your will
in one direction. is world cannot be avoided but has to be overcome by
the person who wants to reach his goal. e ﬁnal embodiment of the soul,
the spiritual essence in you, as a human being on this earth is absolutely
necessary because an opportuni had to be created for you to exercise your
free will which, until then, had been constrained due to your past apostasy
from Me. A soul trying to avoid this last embodiment will not be able to
come into possession of free will, for its considerable opposition to Me
would not allow for it. Only when it is willing to take the path of helpful
love on earth will it receive the grace of embodiment, for this willingness
testiﬁes of its degree of maturi which is necessary for the last test of will.
And every soul prior to its embodiment is indeed willing to take this ﬁnal
path because it can result in its total release from the form, and it has the
will to become free. But it loses all recollection, it enters earth completely
without knowledge and then slowly starts to develop .... it learns to use
its will, it gets educated and taught until its will begins to make its own
decisions, and then it will be oﬀered by Me every kind of assistance to
recognise what is right and good and to voluntarily also do both.
I on My part will do everything to promote a right decision of will .... And
yet the human being maintains his freedom of will, and then the whole
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of earthly life will eﬀectively aﬀect him like an object which he can select
or reject .... For the human being should experience everything in order
to reach Me in My kingdom .... but he should not get drawn into it .... he
should not get caught up in captivi again when his ﬁnal freedom beckons.
Earthly life is a path he has to take but not the goal itself .... And if he
keeps his eyes on the pinnacle then he will follow his path determinedly
and without fail, but if his eyes stay glued to the ground he will only see
what happens around him and risk being held fast to the ground so that
his ﬂight of ascent cannot take place .... He has to muster the will and the
strength to liberate himself from everything he ﬁnds desirable on earth,
then he will be victorious, he will travel the earthly path as a necessary
ﬁnal phase of his higher development and pass his test of will. His will
is and shall remain directed towards Me in spite of My adversary's artful
temptations, who equally ﬁghts for his soul, for his will .... He has become
a conqueror of this world and an aspirant for My kingdom which is not of
this world ....
Amen

BD 5967

received 28. - 29.5.1954

Hereditary sin ....
Questions, which you would like to have answered, will have to arise in
you time and again, then I can enlighten you as soon as you contact Me
in heartfelt prayer and listen to what I say to you .... by regarding your
emerging thoughts as My reply, if you are not addressed by Me directly
through the voice of the spirit. Your desire and appeal to Me will ensure
your correct thinking .... yet without Me you will not recognise the truth,
without Me your endeavour for enlightenment will be futile, since without
Me you will only have misguided thoughts which the powers from below
will be able to convey to you .... precisely because you evade Me, Who is
the provider of truth .... And thus listen to the following:
As long as you are not perfect you can only receive explanations in a
descriptive manner .... You would never be able to understand the inﬁnite
profundi of divine wisdom, you would never understand the reasons for
My reign and activi , since your imperfection also means inadequate power
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of perception, and thus you are unable to ﬁnd an explanation by virtue of
your intelligence .... but you will be able to receive it in a ﬂash as soon as you
are permeated by the light of My love in the spiritual kingdom. On earth
you will need to receive descriptive clariﬁcation, the processes that took
place in My creation can only be described to you in line with your abili of
comprehension .... And thus the spiritual processes in the hearts of the ﬁrst
people can only be intelligibly explained to you along the lines of earthly
processes which, however, are but a faint comparison .... simply because
you are still weak in spirit yourselves .... You humans are constrained by
laws of nature because total freedom, which you forfeited through your
past apostasy, ﬁrst has to be regained by you during your earthly life ....
For that reason I imposed a limit on the ﬁrst human beings'will because
I ﬁrst wanted them to realise that they were subject to a Power and that
they should voluntarily submit to this Power .... in order to then have their
ﬁnal freedom bestowed onto them. In the past they refused to acknowledge
Me, which was the ﬁrst sin, their opposition to Me from Whom they had
originated .... Only voluntary acknowledgment could cancel this sin again.
And I wanted to obtain this acknowledgment of Myself when I brought
the whole of creation into being. As a result, the ﬁrst human beings were
endowed such that they could in fact recognise Me but were not compelled
to do so .... And therefore free will had to make a choice which, again,
should be tested against `temptation'....
People had to see something they desired, while a prohibition and an
enticement at the same time had to prompt them into a decision of will ....
but, understandably, the enticement had to be linked to a promise, which
they were then supposed to resist .... e prohibition and the enticement
ensued from two sides .... since they involved the return of the fallen
spirits to Me and their stay with My adversary, i.e., My created spirits
achievement of their goal or their fall into the abyss again .... Consequently,
the people had to have the desire within themselves and be oﬀered the
opportuni to satis this desire .... or to overcome it for the sake of a
far higher goal: for eternal bliss with Me, which surpassed this earthly
fulﬁlment of desire a thousand fold. Since regaining the deserted spiritual
beings was a battle between Me and My adversary he also had to have the
opportuni to inﬂuence these beings'will .... only that he feigned illusive
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values and illusive happiness so that people should forfeit true happiness
and a blissful life in eterni .... I knew of this temptation and therefore
gave the ﬁrst people a commandment with a simultaneous warning of
eternal death .... is warning should have suﬃced in stiﬂing every desire
in the people in order not to die .... And My adversary convinced them of
the contrary .... he promised them life .... But they recognised Me as the
supreme Power and yet followed the lie .... and thereby brought death into
the world .... But what was it that made their desire so powerful that they
succumbed to it? ....
ey lived a blissful life in paradise, they were masters over all created
things; everything was subject to their will and they felt happy in full
possession of strength and power. And as long as this love was intended for
Me and the partner there was no danger either that the test of will would
fail.
But My adversary knew how to turn this love in the wrong direction ....
He reversed it into selﬁsh love by making false promises to them and
thus kindling their desire to obtain happiness for themselves ....
eir
love became craving, selﬁsh and low, and thereby they once again handed
themselves over to the power of the one from whom they should and could
have delivered themselves had they valued My commandment more than
their desire.
You humans ought to understand ..... that the time for Me to bless the
ﬁrst human couple had not yet come .... erefore they became sinful ....
for nothing is sinful that ﬁts in with My plan of creation, nothing can
be a sin that happens in lawful order .... and the process of procreation
can never be against the order ordained by God. Yet the satisfaction of
the senses without the will to bring forth life is no act of divine love, but
it is selﬁsh love kindled by My adversary which draws the human being
down and totally submits him to his control .... e ﬁrst human beings had
fallen victim to this wrong love, and this wrong love was the sin, which in
turn related to the original sin of arrogance .... which did not want to give
itself but possess everything, which was the inheritance of its maker .... but
which has nothing in common with divine love ....
Divine love rests as a spark in your hearts and can ignite itself into brightest
radiance. But My adversary's goal was and is to reverse this love, and he
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has succeeded in doing so. What was pure and divine became soiled and
changed into a love of self, which no longer merits the concept of `love'and
can only be called lust, selﬁshness and love of self, and which is also
capable of doing whatever My adversary wants you to do .... And thus the
act of procreation became a means for My adversary to turn countless souls
towards him, which would never have been possible had it taken place with
My blessing .... where the divine love of giving and bestowing happiness
should ﬁnd its culmination in the emergence of a new life .... Hence the
original sin consisted of the abandonment of pure divine love for the sake
of impure selﬁsh love ....

e divine spark in the human being was extinguished through satanic
inﬂuence and replaced by a ﬁre which destroyed everything that was noble
and pure ....
e senses became aroused and were driven into utmost
greed, which in no way corresponded to My act of creation .... yet for the
sake of My adversary's and My created beings'freedom of will it was not
prevented .... since it is still up to the will of each individual person to
resist this temptation by Satan .... e original sin was therefore not the act
of procreation but the voluntarily ignited wrong and sinful love induced
by Satan .... A happiness giving act of creation in the divine sense was
reduced to a game of unclean spirits .... My adversary was permitted to
take part in an act where I Myself wanted to be present in people with
My blessing in order to increase the pure, divine love in them, so that it
should also ﬂow into the then begotten beings. And thus a new human
generation would have arisen which would have found its way back to Me
in increasingly brighter light without suﬀering and pain, which would soon
have liberated itself through love, because it had to recognise Me Myself
where love shines forth .... e ﬁrst human beings could have passed this
test of will .... but since I was struggling with My adversary for the human
souls I could not prevent him from using means which would ensure his
victory. For it involved My created beings'return in completely free will
.... which, however, had failed and resulted in a fate for the whole human
race from which it could not free itself anymore .... Until a human being in
pure divine love achieved the act .... which redeemed all of humani and
opened the path of ascent again .... For love is victorious and will not rest
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until even the last fallen being has found the way back to Me ....
Amen

BD 7127

received 22.05.1958

Why is our past memory taken from us ....
If you humans would look at your earthly life as a ﬁnal chapter of an
inﬁnitely long process of development, you would eagerly cover this last
short stretch and spare no eﬀort during this brief lifetime on earth to bring
your higher development to successful conclusion. But since you lack the
memory of your past life, since you only know for certain about this short
life on earth, you do not generate any particular enthusiasm either, in fact,
you are rather indiﬀerent to what is yet to come, you spend little thought
on what awaits you a er your earthly life. But you have to go through life
without past memory as not to be inﬂuenced in your will, thoughts and
actions. If, however, you were able to take just a small glimpse into your
past life you would be horriﬁed and unable to continue living .... or, driven
by extreme fear, you would do whatever is demanded of you only to avoid
this appalling fate and to be liberated from every physical form.
us, I would indeed have the power to prompt you into a way of life which
corresponds to My will if I allowed you to take this retrospect. But My love
for you is greater and wants to prepare unlimited happiness for you which,
however, excludes all coercion of will .... In order to be eternally, blissfully
happy you have to live completely voluntarily in accordance with My will,
i.e. in accordance with eternal order .... You should realise that it is an act
of mercy and a labour of love on My part that I removed your past memory
.... partly to spare you the knowledge of a surmounted earthly life, and
partly to enable you to reach unlimited beatitude .... But I do not leave you
without knowledge, even if this knowledge is not veriﬁable. us you will
know of your previous state but it does not burden you unduly because
you have overcome it. Yet the knowledge could encourage you to increased
spiritual endeavour which, nevertheless, proceeds in total freedom of will
and therefore results in utmost blessing for you ....
And therefore I can only ever tell you: don't reject anything but take
everything into consideration that informs you about the purpose and goal
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of your earthly life, and also take the information of your past embodiment
into consideration. ink about it, and always live your earthly life such
that you can justi it to yourselves and need not fear an accountabili
before Me either. But believe that your earthly life is not pointless and that
it has a diﬀerent purpose than the mere preservation and satisfaction of
your body, which is transient and whose lifespan you cannot determine
yourselves. And if you are unwilling to accept additional information, if
you don't want to accept what is `not provable'then at least hold fast to the
`Word of God', for as soon as you listen to it with faithful sinceri it can also
kindle a small light in you, and much will turn out to be comprehensible
and believable to you which cannot be proven to you either. Just try to
establish contact with the spiritual kingdom in some form or other, be it in
thought or through your will for your Creator, or through labours of love,
which are an absolutely certain bond with Me Myself ....
And you will discover secrets which will unveil themselves to you in order
to help you travel the last short path of your development successfully ....
But don't just live indiﬀerently, don't just let your corporal wishes dominate
your every thought, for I created much around you which could stimulate
you to think .... You are surrounded by all kinds of miracles which are
the products of My love and My might, which should give you evidence
of Me Myself .... And then try to establish the relationship with the One
Who reveals Himself to you in creation .... en you will be saved from the
appalling fate of having to go through all these creations again. And you
will be liberated from the form and able to enter the blissful kingdom of
spirits, where you will live in freedom and light, in beatitude ....
Amen

BD 3593

received 03.11.1945

e spiritual and material worlds oppose each other ....
e material world and the spiritual kingdom oppose each other, consequently their demands on the human being are also of a conﬂicting nature,
and no human being can ever do justice to both but unconditionally has to
meet the requirements of one world. Understandably, the spiritual kingdom can only give spiritual wealth and this under conditions which disagree
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with worldly longings, while the world oﬀers human beings earthly wealth
which meets their needs. However, worldly longing is in opposition to the
demands of the spiritual kingdom insofar as it puts physical pleasures and
physical well-being into the forefront and aggravates or makes it entirely
impossible for the soul to strive for the spiritual kingdom .... because the
soul has to fulﬁl the demands of the spiritual kingdom and persuade the
body to share the same desire which, however, necessitates the surrender
of earthly longings. us two worlds are facing each other and the human
being has to decide which world to choose. And at all times one world will
demand the rejection of the other world, at all times either the body or the
soul has to speak, to be precise, the soul has to decide whether its own development is more important than the body's well-being during its life on
earth as a human being. e spiritual kingdom bestows the most delightful
gi s upon the soul and although as human being it cannot understand
their true value they are nevertheless eternal and denote a wealth which
the soul will be able to use in the spiritual kingdom for its own happiness.
e world also oﬀers treasures for the body but these are short-lived and
cannot be taken across into the spiritual kingdom. ey will disintegrate
like the body disintegrates when the soul moves from the physical world
into the spiritual kingdom. And since the soul on earth can only receive
from one kingdom it will be poor in the spiritual kingdom if it has only
paid homage to the world. Voluntary surrender of earthly goods inevitably
results in the possession of spiritual wealth because the soul only abandons
the former due to love, or the desire for earthly goods will be predominant.
And where love has awakened, the soul will unconsciously strive towards
the spiritual kingdom and disregards earthly wealth. And thus the human
soul has to decide during its life on earth whether to make the earthly
world or the spiritual kingdom the goal of its aspiration. And its fate in the
spiritual kingdom, to where it will proceed a er its time of earthly trial has
come to an end, will depend on this decision .... Prosperi or pover , bliss
or a pitiful state .... but bliss will necessitate the surrender of everything
that is earthly and thus temporary ....
Amen
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BD 8465

received 12.04.1963

Why is the information about the process of return not known? ....
If only you would always take the path to Me, you will be helped in every
adversi and distress, be it spiritually or earthly .... you will be looked
a er such that it will beneﬁt your soul, for only pure truth is beneﬁcial. I
have not imposed any restrictions on you, and if you want to increase your
spiritual knowledge I shall always be willing to instruct you:
You want to know why information is revealed to you now of which you had
little or no knowledge so far .... I want to give you the reason for this: time
and again there have been people whose spiritual state enabled them to be
introduced to the most profound mysteries of creation, and who thus also
knew about the very ﬁrst beginning of creation, about the apostasy from Me
and about My eternal plan of Salvation. But such knowledge could never
be passed on to other people as long as their state of maturi was lower
than those who had received it from Me ....Its profundi would never have
been understood, and had people merely adopted it literally their intellect
would have caused them to reject it as the fantasy of a dreamer, since an
unenlightened spirit would not have been able to grasp it .... And so, at
the time of My life on earth people still had a very low spiritual level too,
because they were still completely under the control of My adversary, who
had been the cause of the immense spiritual darkness ....
Consequently, there were only a few people whom I could instruct about
such mysteries of creation, and even they had diﬃcul in understanding
it because they were still burdened by the original sin and this meant
that their power of perception was inadequate. ey certainly questioned
Me time and again but I could only refer them to the enlightenment of
their spirit a er My cruciﬁxion, a er the act of Salvation, which li ed the
dense darkness from those who loved Me. Hence they gradually came to
understand what I had taught them but they would not have been able
to pass the knowledge on for the very reason that their fellow human
beings, whose spirit was not yet awakened, would not have been able to
comprehend it .... Since this knowledge .... i.e. the enlightened spirit .... was
only the result of a right way of life, of the fulﬁlment of the commandments
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of love which I had taught people as a matter of priori , people ﬁrst had to
be motivated to fulﬁl My commandments of love ....
Furthermore, you should also know that I gave My disciples the task
to write everything down for future generations .... For even they were
still unable to understand the most profound wisdom and therefore only
adhered to My instruction to proclaim what I had said to the people who
followed Me, who regarded Me as a prophet and expected miracles or the
healing of their every aﬄictions from Me, who drew comfort and strength
from My Words, and whose faith in the one and only God I was able to
strengthen because they were of good will .... But there were only a few
who wanted to learn more, and they were more motivated by their intellect
than their heart to ask about things which only I was able to answer ....
ey certainly accepted the explanations but they did not leave a deeper
impression on them apart from a few whose hearts were very willing to
love and who recognised Me as their God and Creator ....
e fact that they were initiated by Me and very happy about such knowledge need not be mentioned, but it always just remained pleasing spiritual
knowledge for those followers whom I instructed Myself, however, it did
not get passed on to their fellow human beings or their descendants, since
they were unable to understand it and therefore such discussions were
not mentioned by My disciples either. Besides, such knowledge about the
very ﬁrst beginning and ultimate goal of all creation was not necessary
for people and indeed not always beneﬁcial. Had they been informed of
it as dogma it could have, to some extent, compelled people's will, who
.... if they had faith .... would have considered their development until the
human stage with shudder and would have felt unfree or unable to muster
love for a God Whose plan would have been totally incomprehensible to
them .... But where it was possible for Me to transmit divine revelations to
earth this knowledge was given to people as well ....
And the proximi of the end explains why clear information about this is
always given, because people cannot be reminded strongly enough of their
responsibili now, for the act of a new banishment is at stake, which only
takes place at the end of a Salvation period and is extremely signiﬁcant for
all ascending souls .... Prior to this, souls who had failed to reach maturi
on earth still had the opportuni in the kingdom of the beyond to reach
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full maturi .... But at the end of a period of Salvation this opportuni
no longer exists, then the most appalling event occurs that the souls will
be disintegrated into individual particles and be banished into hard matter
again .... What would now be more reasonable than that I inform you
humans about the fate that will await you if you fail?
You are also able to pass your test of earthly life without any knowledge
if you lived with love .... But when love has grown cold, so that failure
is inevitable and the souls'fate is sealed with a new banishment, then I
will use any means beforehand in order to disturb humani . en I will
also make sure that people receive the information about the great plan of
creation ..... even though the success is no other than that people will listen
with increduli to such information and far more reject than accept it.
But I also know the will of individual people, and therefore I also know
who will not reject this knowledge and who will draw the consequences
from it .... and truly, they will receive it from Me, just as I have always guided
those into truth, into profound spiritual knowledge, who desired it in their
hearts and through a life of love were also receptive for it .... For you should
also recognise a God of love, wisdom and might in every happening that
you experience, and you should trust Me and always call upon My help,
because the hardship will still be considerable before the end, yet anyone
who perseveres will be blessed ....
Amen

BD 7728

received 21.10.1960

Implementation of the plan of Salvation ....
My plan of Salvation is so clearly presented to you that you will also be
able to recognise My inﬁnite love therein, that you need not doubt a God
of love even when you have to include the ﬁnal work of destruction in the
plan of Salvation.
Could I ever do anything that is not motivated by My Love? .... But you humans are unable to assess everything, and yet My eternal plan of Salvation
should explain to you what your intellect would rather refuse to accept.
Only My inﬁnite love determines Me to implement the plan of Salvation,
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which My wisdom recognised to be right and which will be carried out by
My omnipotence at the predetermined time. And you humans should not
believe that you can change My decision .... for it no longer concerns the
sole deliverance of humani , but a phase of development for all spiritual
substances will start again, which will lead into a new period of Salvation
....
It concerns the reintegration of all spiritual substances and a separation
of the spirits which have already acquired self-awareness and which consequently will also be placed to where they belong in relation to their
maturi . In the course of a period of Salvation there have always been
short periods of time when I had to intervene in the form of various kinds
of judgments .... Time and again people have been warned and admonished, and depending on their willingness to improve, these judgments
could be deferred or cancelled. Time and again My love intervened and
tried to guide people onto the right path .... before My justice expressed
itself .... But the duration of a Salvation period is limited, and it would truly
have suﬃced to redeem the souls completely had people's will used it for
this purpose. Yet one day even this limited time will come to an end, and the
constrained spiritual substances in the creations will have to be considered
again, which must and want to take the same path of development in order
to get released from the form sooner or later.
For My love also applies to these still constrained spiritual substances ....
My plan of Salvation includes all once-fallen spirits .... And this is what
you humans have to remember when this plan of Salvation seems to you
incomprehensible and not compatible with My love. A reintegration of all
spiritual substances has become necessary and humani , too, has reached a
spiritual low which demands an end, a disintegration of the creation and of
those people who have not found the way to Me and will not ﬁnd it anymore
either ..... erefore you should believe that I in My wisdom recognise and
have recognised this since eterni , that I knew the human beings'will and
state of maturi in the last days and correspondingly established My plan
of Salvation, which will now truly be implemented when the time has
come. Every day is still a blessing, since it can be used for the return to
the Father. Every day can still help the soul to mature, and therefore you
should even now recognise every day as a gi of grace and be thankful
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for My love, which will certainly help you until the end, until the last day
has arrived .... But that it will arrive is certainly true, for My Word is and
remains eternal truth ....
Amen
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